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The MISSION of the Cleveland Stroke Club is
to enhance the lives of stroke survivors and
their families through support, fellowship and
socialization, education and advocacy.

August 15, 2018
Embassy Suites – Emerald Ballrooms 1, 2, & 3
3775 Park East Drive, Beachwood, OH 44122
5:00-6:00 Social Time
6:00-7:15 Dinner
7:30--9:00 Entertainment & Dancing
(Map inside)

The Cleveland Stroke Club was founded on the basic self-help concept. That is, stroke survivors and their
families banded together to exchange coping techniques for the many stroke-related problems they experience.
Except for the months of June and August, our General Meetings are held on the third Wednesdays of each
month at Disciples Christian Church at 3663 Mayfield Rd, Cleveland, OH 44121. Usually, we host Bingo at 5:30,
dinner at 6:30, and a presentation by community professionals from 7:30 until 8:30. Meetings end at 8:30.
In addition, our Caregiver & Survivor meetings are held on the first Wednesday of every month at Select
Medical (formerly Kindred Hospital) at 11900 Fairhill Road, Cleveland, OH 44120. We dine together at 6:30 and
then breakout into separate meetings for caregivers and survivors from 7:30 until 8:30. Meetings end at 8:30.
Please RSVP for both meetings to Kay 440-449-3309 or Deb 440-944-6794. Look for details in this newsletter.
If you or a member of your family has had a stroke, we invite you to visit our meetings anytime. New members
and community professionals are always welcome. Both meetings have plenty of free handicap parking and are
fully wheelchair accessible. Our newsletter is online at: https://clevelandstrokeclub.org/refocus-newsletter/
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Notes from Last Month’s Meeting on July 28, 2018
By Geri Pitts
The meeting began with BINGO called by Damon Smith, with Kay Exl
assisting. Setting up for dinner was accomplished by many happy hands,
choreographed by Debbie Felt. After a delicious dinner of barbequed chicken, mixed
potatoes (white, Yukon and sweet), green beans (catered by Zagara’s), salads and
dessert, we had a short business meeting. Thanks to Barbara Schecter and Deena
Barrett for their volunteering to bring salads; the dessert of strawberry shortcake was
contributed by yours truly. During our business meeting we congratulated those with
anniversaries and birthdays with songs. We welcomed Gail Mullen as a first-time
attendee. Charles Boone won the 50/50 drawing and contributed back some of his
winnings. I thanked Debbie Felt (Super Woman) and Kay Exl (Wonder Woman)
with tee shirts to depict their hero status for working so hard to make our picnic last
month a success.
AND THEN….OUR ENTERTAINMENT… Richard McClendon II
enthralled us with his slight of hand and just plain ol’ magic and illusions!
He involved the whole audience during dinner by visiting tables, giving us
a taste of his skills. After dinner, he amazed us with cards that magically
went from place to place, balls that multiplied and water that came out of
nowhere. And SO much more! Despite my watching him closely, I
couldn’t detect how it all happened. We give a huge thanks to Larry and Kay Exl’s
grandchildren, who donated their own money to pay for this entertainment in
memory of their late Grandpa. They know how much the Stroke Club means to
Grammi Kay. Thank you! We last saw Mr. McClendon perform in March 2016. He
has honed his skills even better than then and made us laugh and “wow” all evening.
We all felt happier as we left. It’s a fact: you use more calories by laughing than you
do singing. So, we’re all healthier, too.
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Kay Exl
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440-552-3970
Assistant Treasurer
Roger Gulbranson
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Linda Pfeffer
Newsletter Assembly
Barry Schecter
Malcolm Gordon

By Geri Pitts
We are appreciative of all those who helped out at our picnic and our dinner
meetings. Our members are so willing to give a hand. Despite the appearance of the
smooth operation in hosting two dinner meetings a month, there is a lot of work
behind the scenes and we always worry about getting enough help. I know you’d
rather be interacting with friends, but you choose to help and we love you for it.
At the meeting on July 18th, I was reminded of a recent article in the AARP Bulletin,
June 2018. On page 42, JoAnn Jenkins reminds us that friendships and sense of
purpose are the keys to healthy living and healthy aging. She tells us that “loneliness
can shave eight years off life expectancy.” Well, you found the Cleveland Stroke
Club, so we don’t have to worry about you becoming lonely – we’re here for you. She
goes on to say that we have better health outcomes if we have a sense of purpose.
There you go – we offer that, too. By helping out when you can you feel that sense of
worthiness. You are part of a 44-year tradition that has built upon younger members
and through friendships and sense of purpose; you have grown into the older members
who continue to offer support. And growing older isn’t so bad when you can do it
with friends.
Thank you to those of you who contribute so much. To others, we’re so glad we are
here to support you and know we can count on your help when the time is right.
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1 Nat'l. Girlfriend Day
3 Int'l. Beer Day
5 Friendship Day
5 Nat'l. Sister Day
12 Int'l. Youth Day
13 Int'l. Left-Handers Day
19 Hajj (start)
19 Nat'l Aviation Day
20 MTV Video Music Awards
26 Nat'l. Dog Day
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By Charlotte Starec
Wednesday August 15, 2018

Our August meeting will be our 44th Anniversary Dinner at:
Embassy Suites – Emerald Ballrooms 1, 2, & 3
3775 Park East Drive, Beachwood, OH 44122
NOTE: We will NOT be meeting at Disciples Christian Church in August.

https://www.wincalendar.com/HolidayCalendar/August-2018

By Geri Pitts
Linda Pfeffer
Chris Vuyancih
Michael Hamilton
Brian Hancock
Henry Campbell
Summer Bambic
Betty Ellsworth
Sue Sheridan
Steven Finowski

8/4
8/5
8/6
8/8
8/10
8/15
8/22
8/26
8/27

Bethany & Joe Chos
8/2/1980
Jenny & Mason Camp
8/12/1978
Medha & Sanjay Godbole
8/15/1984
Joanne & Dennis Losz
8/15/2014
Deena & Brian Barrett
8/17/1986
Ellen & Ben Richman
8/20/1961
Charlotte & Tony Starec
8/23/2003
Bonnie & Jim Lyle Morris
8/25/1973
Dottie & George Norton
8/26/1972
Brian Barrett
Omelia Beverly
Don Broge
Joe Chos
Sanjay Godbole
Bobby Jones
Bonnie Morris’ Mother
Denise Taylor

Reminder: You can volunteer to help Pastor Bob handout book bags at
Atha Woods Park (on the corner of MLK and Woodstock (across the
street on MLK from Select Hospital) on Saturday, August 11, 2018 between
2:00-4:00. We went last year and we had a blast.
September 21, 2018 – MetroHealth Stroke Conference. I have sketchy
information: It goes from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. A free lunch and parking are included.
There will be one presentation on coping for caregivers and one on exercising in a
wheelchair. They hope to have a presentation on relaxation techniques and a
keynote speaker presentation. We will send more information when we get it.

Our members have initiated plans to enjoy the summer. You are invited to join us
at whatever activities that sounds good to you. For more information, contact Deb
at Debbie@gulbranson.com or 440-944-6794.
Wed. August 8th at 1:15 Lunch at Applebee’s, Lyndhurst.
Thurs. August 23rd at 4:00 Greek Festival at Sts. Constantine & Helen Greek
Orthodox Cathedral. There is on-street parking and parking at Severance Mall.
Thurs. August 30th at 1:15 Lunch at E 55th St. Marina to watch the air show
practice.

By Katherine Sims
Beloved and long-time member, Nancy A., sends her warm
regards to our members. Nancy has been in rehab hospitals to recover
from an accidental fall. She hopes to go home soon.
Gus G. sends warm wishes to our members. Gus is in Canada recovering from a
fall. He wants you to know he is walking again!
Alice L. sends well wishes to all our members. She hopes see us soon.
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By Linda Davis
We hope to see you at our 44th Anniversary Dinner Celebration, see pages 13 & 14 for details.
We had a great time last year and we’re busy planning another great party. Come and enjoy!

Thank you, Geri Pitts, Executive Director of the Cleveland Stroke Club (CSC), for giving stroke survivors
and our families a full 44 years of opportunities to build new relationships, maintain current ones, and
rebuild strained ones. Geri, your love and dedication for 44 years has made all the difference in our lives.
We also fondly remember Bill Pitts and send heartfelt appreciation also to Dottie Norton and to our
current President, Linda Davis, and Board Members, and our former Presidents and Boards. Last but not
least, THANK YOU to all of our members, who have shared their love with us.
YOU gave us what we needed most; because, the hardest thing to overcome after a stroke is social isolation.
During a lengthy recovery, we naturally turn to our best friends and family (BFF’s) for help. We expect certain
things from certain people. But some people in our lives just aren’t there for us.
“My brother could help me with finances, but I never hear from him.”
“My nephews and nieces could take me shopping but they never have time.”
“My relatives, who live in my own home, don’t help me.”
“My sister, never once, visited my husband in the nursing home.”
“I dearly miss my daughter’s visits.”
“We used to get together with a big group of friends and now we only see two people regularly.”
Sometimes we remember to ask for what we need, and sometimes we don’t. Sometimes we ask once and never
try again. Sometimes we are isolated because we unwittingly push people away. Sometimes people just gradually
fall away or sometimes it happens all at once--right after a stroke. Whatever the circumstance, resentment creeps
into our hearts and strains our relationships, when people fail to come through for us.
The rules of give and take in relationships are complex and often heatedly discussed. In the end, though: Can we
hold our BFF’s accountable, just because we need something? Is our burden; our loved ones’ obligation? Do we
have a right to claim other people’s resources, on demand?
As the song goes, “We know life from all sides now….” When we were younger and stronger, we sometimes
bypassed the agony of others. We were sometimes too busy to lend a hand. We sometimes took family and
friends for granted. We avoided financial requests for help. And so on. In sum, we know that we have not always
been there for our friends and family--even when we had the best intentions and felt the deepest love.
Most of all, we know that resentment is a heavy burden to carry around. Resentment is the downward path to
further isolation. In the words of another song, we have to “let it go.” In the end, we must leave resentment
behind so that we have an open heart to form new relationships and enjoy our life again.
The Cleveland Stroke Club is all about networking, building new relationships, and supporting old ones. We host
two dinner parties a month, to give members and our BFF’s the opportunity to learn, share stories, kick back, and
make new friends. We publish a monthly newsletter to announce outings, community events, resources, and our
members’ insights. We post our newsletters, stroke resource list, new research articles, and fliers on our Website
and we have a presence on Facebook. Between meetings we connect by email, FB, phone, visits, and meets.
You are not alone. –Bill Pitts
We are all in this together. –Jacky Williamston
Come and share your storY with us. –Chris Vuyancih
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By Chris Vuyancih
In the past few Speakeasy visits I have been reminded of just how devastating life seems
immediately following your stroke. To all stroke survivors and others know this:

“It doesn’t get easier. You get stronger”
There are always going to be challenges you need to face, that my friends is - life.
However, it is by facing your everyday challenges that you grow. Your individual attitude toward your situation
means everything.
Sure! Some days are going to be awful and disheartening! Other days won’t seem that bad. Make it your own
personal challenge to be the best person you can be at every moment. I know sometimes that we can’t always be
the ‘positive one’. Everyone falls down from time to time. Decide what your ‘go to’ actions are that are going to
pull you out of ‘your funk’ and act on them when needed. Take care of yourself, no one else is going to. I know
that for me, I seem to forget about my problems when focusing on something or someone else. This fact is why I
have ‘volunteered’ for so much in my past. Sometimes, that has been for my family, sometimes, outside my
home. I can honestly say, looking back now I don’t regret any of it.
I know that for me, my ‘go to’ actions are turning on the radio and singing and dancing along. Taking a brisk
walk. Getting on my bike and feeling the wind envelope me. Going to the gym, and exercising. Basically, I
make it a mission to keep myself moving.
….And if I’m feeling like I have no energy to do anything physical; I sit on a bench at a park or at the lake.
Sometimes I just want to hide away from everyone and everything and catch a movie so that the ‘head chatter’
stops and I redirect my attention to something else. I’ve also find that I use Sunday mass to play a game with
myself and just see if I can get myself ready and get there on time. Then the ‘bonus’ quiet time that follows.
Sometimes, I get there, other times I go for a walk in the ‘church & silence’ that is nature to me. Playing a
‘game’ with myself is something I always seem to do. It seems like it helps time pass for me when I’m especially
down. Every activity that I do, I make a personal challenge. And, if I succeed and overcome an obstacle I reward
myself somehow. That is a must! Don’t forget to do this. Rewarding yourself is important for – YOU! (A word
of caution here: Don’t use food or alcohol. Otherwise, you’ll be creating another problem. Actually, anything
can become a ‘crutch’ so mix it up!) If by chance you don’t succeed at your current challenge. Let it go and try
again some other time. Always take care of YOU! Find a way to look at things from a different perspective.
Your personal recovery is all about re-directing your focus. It is not by chance that this newsletter is called the
‘ReFocus’. The founder of this support group knew what he was doing. Thank you, William Pitts!

By Chris Vuyancih
Benefits of Exercise: https://www.facebook.com/TED/videos/10160545401360652/
Artificial Neuron Implants: https://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-build-an-artificial-neuron-that-fully-mimics-a-human-brain-cell
Stem Cell Therapy: https://med.stanford.edu/news/all-news/2016/06/stem-cells-shown-safe-beneficial-for-chronic-stroke-patients.html
Drug Therapy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ZwCDT50PJI&feature=share&app=desktop

Don’t have internet access? If you want paper copies, let me or Deb know; we’ll send you the info.
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By Dan S.
J-A-C-K CLEVELAND CASINO is located in the former Higbee Building at Tower City Center in
downtown Cleveland. In has 100,000 sq. ft. of gaming space. The casino has 1,609 slot machines,
119 table games, and 35 electronic table games. The casino is accessible from Public Square, but is also
accessible from the Terminal Tower and the Tower City Center shopping mall. The casino has teamed with the
Renaissance, the Ritz-Carlton, and the Marriott at Key Center to offer rooms to its guests, and Rock Ohio Caesars
purchased the Ritz-Carlton from Forest City Enterprises. The casino is open 24 hours a day and is completely
smoke-free, compliant with Ohio law. Since the casino has limited dining options, it has partnered with nearly a
dozen downtown Cleveland restaurants.
Ohio voters approved a state constitutional amendment in Nov. 2009 authorizing casinos in the state’s four largest
cities: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus, and Toledo.
It was the fifth statewide vote to legalize gambling in
Ohio over 20 years.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Cleveland_Casino

Where were you born? St. Paul, Minnesota.
Where did you go to school? University of Minnesota, University of Ill, Champaign/Urbana
What did you study? I’m a Ph.D. Nuclear Physicist.
Where did you work? I was the Director of Computer Networking at U. of Minn. and Notre Dame. I was in
charge of all networking services for several national and international internet businesses.
What are your hobbies? Beer Making, searching for pulsars, computers (building computers with friends,
playing computer games, email, watching computer videos, cooking, watching TV, and walking at the mall. I
like to cook and have people over. I like seeing old friends.
What do you like to read? Science Fiction and Fantasy. I love the Harry Potter series.
What is your favorite movie? Highlander. Harry Potter, Wonder Woman, A Million Ways to Die in the West.
What are your favorite foods? All kinds of Japanese, Chinese, Thai, Viet Nam, Indian, Caribbean, Ethiopian,
and Mexican – I like really spicy, extra-hot food. I also like Belgian and Spanish and Middle Eastern food.
What type of beer do you like? I like really good beer. My favorite is from Belgium (4,000 different beers in
one country—that is the size of Ohio). I also like the beers from Luxemburg.
What is the most interesting beer that you tasted? Qwak—the first beer that I will make in October. I have
never made it before. I also like the glass.
What countries do you like to travel to? Belgium, Japan, and Luxemburg. The Munich area is also nice.
What is your favorite dessert? Belgium Chocolate: Godiva Truffles.
What is your favorite holiday? Halloween.
When did you have your stroke? August 2007.
What group activities do you like most? Poker at Speak Easy and Talent Night at the Stroke Club. I like
participating in the survivor group at Select Hospital and listening to the speakers at the DC Church.
What advice do you have? Just start. Go forward.
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By Damon S.
Name the movie with this famous quote:
yippie-ki-yay, a__h__e

The answer on page 8.

Caregiver, Dick Reed, generously donated some medical equipment to the Cleveland Stroke Club. There is a
shower seat, toilet bar and foot rest, and a case of Depends briefs, women’s size medium. If you need this, please
contact Deb at 440-944-6794 or debbie@gulbranson.com.

By Pat Hill, Patricia T Hill, MBA, pthmba@att.net
Be treated with dignity and respect at all times.
Be protected from discrimination. Every company or agency that works with Medicare must obey the law.
They can’t treat you differently because of your race, color, national origin, disability, age, religion, or sex.
Have your personal and health information kept private.
Get information in a way you understand from Medicare, health care providers, and, under certain
circumstances, contractors.
Get understandable information about Medicare to help you make health care decisions, including:
o What’s covered.
o What Medicare pays.
o How much you have to pay.
o What to do if you want to file a complaint or appeal.
Have your questions about Medicare answered.
Have access to doctors, specialists, and hospitals.
Learn about your treatment choices in clear language that you can understand and participate in your
treatment decisions.
Get health care services in a language you understand and in a culturally-sensitive way.
Get Medicare-covered services in an emergency.
Get a decision about health care payment, coverage of services, or prescription drug coverage.
o When a claim is filed, you get a notice letting you know what will and won’t be covered. The
notice comes from one of these:
 Medicare
 Your Medicare Advantage Plan (Part C)
 Your other Medicare health plan
 Your Medicare Prescription Drug Plan (Part D)
o If you disagree with the decision of your claim, you have the right to file an appeal
Request a review (appeal) of certain decision about health care payment, coverage of services, or
prescription drug coverage.
o If you disagree with a decision about your claims or services, you have the right to appeal.
File complaints (sometimes called “grievances”), including complaints about the quality of your care.
Source: Medicare.gov
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By Brenda K.
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(Cross off the letters, use every letter
only once.)

BACK
CLOWN
EGGPLANT
FRIENDSHIP
INTERNATIONAL
MONTH
PEAR
PIE
SANDWICH
WEEK

BEER
CREAM
EXAM
GIRLFRIENDS
LEO
NATIONAL
PERIDOT
POPPY
SCHOOL

CELERY
DAY
EYE
ICE
METEOR
PEACHES
PERSEID
RASPBERRY
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http://puzzlemaker.discoveryeducation.com/WordSearchSetupForm.asp

By Geri Pitts
Shortcake
2 cups all-purpose flour
2 tablespoons sugar
1 tablespoon baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 cup cold butter
1 cup milk
1. In a large bowl, combine flour, sugar, baking powder and salt. Cut in butter until mixture resembles
coarse crumbs. Gradually stir in milk until a soft dough forms.
2. Drop the dough by heaping tablespoonfuls into eight mounds on a lightly greased baking sheet. (or use
baking parchment)
3. Bake at 425 degrees for 12-15 minutes or until lightly browned. Cool on a wire rack.

Want to make Strawberry and Blueberry shortcake?
2 pints strawberries, sliced or a combination of strawberries and blueberries
1 tablespoon orange juice
1 tablespoon sugar (I substitute honey)
Combine strawberries, orange juice and sugar in a bowl and toss gently.
Top with whipped topping.
Answer to Damon’s Movie Quote Quiz: Die Hard.
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By Ellen Richman
Considering a cruise? Ben and I took a seven-day cruise with some friends last March. We
Had taken many cruises before Ben’s stroke, but stroke survivors have many issues to deal
with beyond, “Will my flight be on time? Ben is in a wheelchair but can walk very short distances with a hemiwalker. Our experiences on our first post-stroke cruise ranged from excellent to poor. Here are some issues we
faced along with suggestions that might help future cruisers.
We took this vacation with three other couples with whom we have traveled for years. One of the other couples
booked the trip on a large cruise ship. They had traveled on this line for many years so had access to a particular
agent from that line who handled all of our reservations. If I had booked the cruise myself I would have used a
travel agent. A good agent could have handled some of the tasks I handled myself.
Suggestion #1 - use a good travel agent - someone who has lots of experience with cruises.
Check the expiration date on your passport. It may not be as valid as you think. Be sure it doesn’t expire for at least
six months after the cruise. Depending on your destinations, some countries and cruise lines will not accept your
passport with an earlier expiration date.
Suggestion # 2 - If you don’t have a passport, apply for one early. Applications take several weeks to process. If you
have a passport be sure it doesn’t expire for at least six months after the return date of your cruise.
We purchased cancellation insurance through the cruise line. There are dozens of reasons why anyone might not be
able to travel.
Suggestion # 3 - Definitely purchase cancellation insurance. Policies are available through many sources, not just
the cruise line. Check the terms carefully. Policies do vary.
We arranged a ride to the airport so we did not have to deal with transporting ourselves and our luggage from a
parking lot to the terminal. A time-saver too!
Suggestion #4 - Arrange a ride to and from the airport.
We booked our flight to Orlando through the cruise line. The fare was slightly more than we could have found on
our own, but if the flight had been delayed, the cruise ship would have waited for us. Cruise lines contract with
another company to book passengers’ flights and the flights often involve a change of planes. We wanted to avoid
that if possible so I spoke directly to the booking company agent. She not only put us on a direct flight, she booked
the first row of the economy section, aisle and middle seat, right next to the bathroom. We did not have to pay extra
even though first row economy seats often have an upcharge. (If you can aﬀ ord first class seats, that would be even
better.)
We booked the return flight on our own. It was direct and less expensive than if we had done it through the cruise
line.
Suggestion # 5 - If you are flying to your departure city, book your outgoing flight through the cruise line. Work
with the booking agent to get a non-stop flight and seats with extra leg room near the bathroom. For your return
trip call your airline directly and explain why you need seats close to the entrance and the bathroom. (Or pay
slightly more and have the cruise line’s booking agent take care of both flights.)
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Another advantage of booking your outgoing flight through the cruise line is that they will arrange transportation
from the airport to the cruise ship. Be sure to indicate that you need handicapped accessible transportation.
For our return trip home, we booked our own flight so we had to arrange our own transportation from the cruise
line to the airport. We booked a van with a wheelchair lift from a private company and the van never showed! After
a long wait the company sent an SUV with a ramp through the back and a device to hold the wheelchair in place.
Not really acceptable but at that point we didn’t have much choice.
Suggestion # 6 - Upon our return there were plenty of taxis available at the port and if you can use one, don’t
bother with a private service. We might have been better oﬀ having the cruise line book round trip flights and then
they would have taken care of airport to cruise port both ways. But be sure they know you need handicapped
accessible transportation.
For our departure from Cleveland, our driver stopped at the outdoor check-in and stayed with Ben while I
checked our bags to Orlando. We entered the airport with Ben in his travel wheelchair and the hemi-walker
hooked on to a handle of the wheelchair.
Suggestion # 7 - If you’re taking your own wheelchair and you want help getting to and through the security
line, ask the check-in agent to call for assistance. There’s no charge for this service, but it’s nice if you tip the
person assisting you. If you don’t want to take your own wheelchair, call the airline in advance and indicate you
want a wheelchair waiting for you. Tell the check-in staﬀ that you have made those arrangements. The person
bringing the wheelchair will assist you to the gate if you wish. Again, there’s no charge for that service. (If you
don’t call in advance you can still request a wheelchair and assistance. It might take a little longer to get it.)
You can take your wheelchair right up to the door of the plane. It will be tagged for gate check-in baggage area
and be waiting for you on the jetway at your arrival city. Ben used his hemi-walker to walk down the aisle to his
seat. I stored it in the overhead compartment.
Suggestion # 8 - If you cannot walk down the aisle from the jetway door to your seat, you can use a special
wheelchair which will fit in the narrow aisle. But you must request this special wheelchair in advance with the
airline.
Our only carry-on luggage was a fairly small bag filled with all our necessities. It also served as my purse - one
less item to carry. Ben held the bag on his lap.
Suggestion # 9 - Take as small a carry-on bag as possible. If you’re dealing with a wheelchair, and you must
take a larger pull-type carry-on, definitely ask for assistance.
We have a TSA pre-check pass so we went through the security “fast line” quickly and easily. If you don’t have
a TSA pass, you might consider purchasing one if you plan to take more flights in the future. . It’s an easy
process and there are many locations where you can apply, including the airport. (You have to apply in person.)
But don’t wait till you’re ready to leave. As I recall it takes at least a week to process the application. There is a
one- time charge and you can use it for all future flights.
Suggestion # 10 - Airport assistants who help with your wheelchair can usually get a wheelchair-bound traveler
(and generally one caregiver) through the security line very quickly even if you don’t go through the TSA line.
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Ben used the bathroom just before and just after our flight, so we did not have to make use of the small airplane
bathroom. Remember, you won’t have access to a wheelchair on the flight. It wouldn’t fit in the bathroom
anyway. Two of us with a hemi-walker could probably have squeezed in.
Suggestion # 11 - Plan plenty of time to use the airport bathroom before departure.
The cruise line recommended two companies to rent an electric wheelchair or scooter. We wanted to do that so
Ben could have more independence and go places on his own. We chose to rent an electric wheelchair and the
company had it waiting for us in our cabin when we arrived. First problem - Ben’s right side is the aﬀ ected side
but the controls were on the right, not the left as I specified. Fortunately, the company sent someone to the ship to
change the controls before the ship left port. I suppose we could have figured out how to do that if we had to.
Even so, renting the electric wheelchair was a mistake. Ben had never used one before and the “slow” speed was
too fast. After a day of bumping into furniture and practically mowing down people, he gave up the chair. I
pushed him everywhere in his travel wheelchair for the remainder of the cruise - not as much fun for either of
us. We could see that the scooter, though bulkier, was easier to maneuver. The only downside of a scooter that I
could see is that one would have to transfer to a chair for meals, but that would not have been a problem for us.
Suggestion # 12 - If you bring a manual wheelchair that requires your caregiver to push, consider renting
an electric wheelchair or scooter for more independence. But if you’re not accustomed to using an electric
wheelchair, opt for the scooter.
When we arrived at the port the cruise staﬀ was incredibly helpful in getting us through the registration process.
We didn’t have to wait in any lines, got our on-board documents quickly and were soon on the ship.
Suggestion # 13 - Complete as much pre-registration as possible online. It will shorten your time at the port
check-in.
We booked a handicapped-accessible cabin. The room was large with a great bathroom - grab bars, roll-in
shower, low accessible sink - everything we needed. But - we booked the cruise too late to get an outside
cabin. So of course our inside cabin had no window or balcony. An inside cabin is less expensive, but many
stroke survivors must take extra time to dress, toilet, shower, etc. We spent many waking hours in our cabin and
wish we could have had a view of the ocean and a sliding door to a balcony so we could have enjoyed the
tropical breezes and the warm Caribbean temperatures. Also, ordering breakfast through room service (no
charge) would have been much nicer if we could have eaten it on a balcony.
Suggestion #14 - book early and book an outside handicapped accessible room with a balcony if aﬀ ordable.
The extra cost of an outside room is definitely worth it.
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The cruise line oﬀ ers various tours at each of the stops. There may be some stops on your cruise where the ship
cannot dock at the port and uses a tender to take the passengers from the ship to the port. The tenders cannot
handle wheelchairs. This was the case for one of our three stops.
Only one of our stops had land tours which could accommodate wheelchairs. We had already visited our stops
several times in the past so we weren’t too concerned. There were several activities available on the ship while
other passengers were on land. But had we wanted to tour those cities we would have been very disappointed.
Suggestion # 15 - Check the cruise ship’s land tours ahead of time. If there is nothing that interests you or
you can’t get a handicapped-accessible tour, plan to arrange a private tour with your travel agent or with the
ship’s tour agent as soon as you get on board.
The entertainment on board was wonderful. The main auditorium had very good handicapped seating, but other
venues did not.
Suggestion # 16 - It pays to get to the entertainment early.
Ben had one major disappointment on this cruise. When taking a cruise in the middle of winter he likes
nothing better that lying back on a deck chair enjoying the sunshine and warm weather. After we settled into
our cabin we headed for the deck and found that the deck chairs were so very low that he could not get into
them, even with my help and the help of others. And even if he could, he definitely would not have been able
to get out of them, even with all our help. This particular ship had no other kinds of chairs available on the
deck level.
Suggestion #17 - I should have found a ship oﬃcer and explained the problem. Surely there must have been a
comfortable chair, even if it wasn’t a recliner, somewhere on the ship that could have been moved to the deck
for Ben. But just in case we run into that problem again, I have been on a hunt for a deck chair cushion that’s
as thick as possible and I’ll figure out some way to pack it with our luggage for our next cruise.
All cruise ships now have a wonderful service in which they will take your luggage the night before departure
and ship it to your destination airport. You can avoid the hassle of searching for your luggage among hundreds
or even thousands of bags at the port and taking them through customs.
Suggestion # 18 - Be sure to tag your luggage with the special tags for this purpose (available the night before
your departure). You won’t have to handle your luggage again until you’re back at your home airport. Of
course you will have to keep a small bag for your clothes and necessities for the next day.
And finally. . .
Suggestion # 19 - as with any trip, it’s inevitable that something will go wrong whether you’re a stroke
survivor, caregiver, or anyone else. So just smile and enjoy all the wonderful times that go right!

Same location
as last year

Come and Celebrate Our 44th Anniversary
Cleveland Stroke Club See Map on Back
Embassy Suites – Emerald Ballrooms 1, 2 & 3
3775 Park East Drive, Beachwood, Ohio 44122

Wednesday, August 15, 2018
5:00-6:00 Social Time – cash bar
6:00 Dinner
7:30-9:00 Music & Entertainment by Slammin Sam
Dinner Menu
Mixed green salad (with tomatoes, shredded carrots and cucumbers)
Asiago Cheese Whipped Potatoes with California Medley Vegetables
Regular or Decaffeinated Coffee, Hot Tea, Iced Tea and Ice Water
Cheesecake or Chocolate Mousse Cake

Choice of Entrée:
Vegetable Strudel (vegetarian)
Served with a Fortified Wine Reduction Sauce
$28.95

Sautéed Chicken Breast
Topped with a Boursin Asiago Cream Sauce
$28.95

Pan-Seared Salmon
With Lemon Caper Buerre Blanc
$28.95

Petite Sirloin
Topped with a Tri-Color Peppercorn, Bourbon Reduction
$36.95
To make your reservation, complete the form on the reverse side and mail
by August 3rd.
Recommended Route
Take I271 to Harvard Rd. exit 28B, turn right on Richmond, turn right on Park E. Dr.
Enter at front door, under the canopy. Handicap parking is just beyond the canopy.
Emerald Rooms 1,2,3 are down the hall to the right, past the restaurant & restrooms.
Wheelchairs are available at the front desk. There is seating along the way.
If you have any questions and/or need directions call:
Debbie Felt at 440-944-6794. Cell phone: 440-289-9192 or
Geri Pitts at 330-975-4320, Cell phone: 330-439-8073

* Recommended Route is in purple to avoid I 271 & Chagrin Blvd. rush hour traffic.
* Drop off under the canopy at the front door. Handicap parking is beyond the front door.
* Emerald Room 3 & 4 are on the right, just past the restaurant and bathrooms.
* Wheelchairs will be available at the front door. There are chairs along the way to rest.
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